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KashkuliKashkuli

Q
ua Jon, father of magic, was not a

worldly man. His magic came not of

“things.” It came of himself. It came from

enlightenment. We but seek the same.” –
Garnosh, Mithrelian Kashkuli

“A magical beggar is still a beggar.”

- Carwinth Brass, Del Harun Merchant

History of the OrderHistory of the Order

The Kashkuli have given up all the material possessions and

comforts of the world. They roam the streets of Varrek,

subsisting on that which they can scavenge and beg. They

reason that any material possessions or participation in

greater society robs them of valuable time they could put

toward enlightenment and the pursuit of what they call

“Ishtalla,” which loosely translates to “Perfect magic.” They

believe what the world perceived as Insanity in Qua Jon was

but genius too far removed from the layperson to understand.

They seek to follow in his path.

The order holds itself to a standard of abstinence, believing

that anything other than abstention from sex hinders their

journey. As such, they have forbidden men and women to be

alone together. While it’s lax enforcement does little to

dissuade such couplings, they do absolutely nothing to avoid

same sex relations. As a whole, the order tends to turn a

blind eye to both, trusting it to an individual member to care

take their own spirituality in these situations.

The Kashkuli are predominantly human, though elves are a

close second. One can find many of the humanoid races of

Samsarras among their ranks. While the order has no official

religious stance outside of a personal spirituality, many of its

members worship the Astur Uln pantheon of gods. Those

that do tend to emphasise the twin gods of magic, Druhaus

and Mugan. When one of the two moons of Samsarras are

full, the rites of the Kashkuli are conducted beneath the open

sky.

The day to day life of the standard Kashkuli involves begging,

research, and meditation. Those higher in the ranks will hold

council in the public spaces of Varrek, gathering their

students around them to lecture on the theories of magic.

They are semi-aggressive recruiters, and as such, any

passersby that wish to sit in are welcomed. They can expect a

Kashkuli to approach them afterwards, armed with a

recruitment pitch for their order.

While not unknown, magic is a rare thing in the world of

Samsarras. Most of the Kashkuli’s delves into magic are

theoretical only, with the vast majority of members lacking

the mystic link that allows them to actually shape the arcane

forces of the world. Those few who do, even those that master

a single cantrip, are attributed an air of enlightenment and

are highly respected among their peers.

BackgroundBackground

You are a member of the Kashkuli. Either presently or in the

past, your days have been spent begging for food and coin on

the streets of Varrek and sharing it among your brethren. You

are no stranger to lean times and are accustomed to seeing

how far you can stretch a crust of bread. Your meditation has

allowed you to ignore these yearnings of the physical world,

however. You sometimes think meditation would have been

easier on a full stomach...

Are you still with the Kashkuli or have you left? Do you still

spend your days begging near the gates of Varrek, using what

you earn to sustain yourself in your study? Have you turned

on the Kashkuli, believing it to be a cult? What happened to

all those worldly goods they made you donate for your

spiritual path? Did you leave on good terms, believing that

your journey to Ishtalla needed to take you from the city? Are

you one of the few who can actually use magic, attempting to

teach your pupils the way?

2

Skill Proficiencies: Skill Proficiencies: Arcane, Survival

Languages: Languages: Shilanese as well as one additional
language of your choosing.

Equipment: Equipment: A beggars bowl, 5 sticks of incense,
common clothes, a non magical trinket that is seen
as a charm.
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Suggested CharacteristicsSuggested Characteristics

Your life has been shaped by constant begging, meditation, and learning. While it may not look as such from the outside view, the

life of a Kashkuli is very structured and not much time is given to anything that isn’t one of those three pillars.

d8d8 Personality TraitPersonality Trait

11 While the will is there, I find it difficult to hold to the rigor this life demands. I’ll often look for “short cuts.”

22 In all situations, I try and humble myself. I am not meant to be the star.

33 Others lives are full of needless distraction, unlike my own. It is my duty to remind them of this.

44 While most of my order disagrees, I believe the path to Ishtalla lies in excess. I will experience all that I can, with each
new sensation bringing me closer to perfect magic.

55 Of the three pillars of Kashkuli life, learning is most important. I will put myself in great danger to gain arcane and
forgotten knowledge.

66 The world is an illusion, thus I treat it with a stoic detachment.

77 The path to Ishtalla lie in mastering the physical body. I will continue to push my vessel and will attempt to ignore my
limits.

88 Ishtalla is just another word for love and I will spend all my energies spreading it.

Tongues of SamsarrasTongues of Samsarras
Shilanese is the language of ancient Shilan, the
predecessor to modern day common. All of
Qua'Lorn is built on the ruins of Shilan and the
Kashkuli have found it in their best interest to keep
the language alive to decipher old texts.

Feature: A Life of ScarcityFeature: A Life of Scarcity

You have been hungry, you have been thirsty, and you have

been tired. These are just needs of the body, however. The

mind is the one who journeys toward Ishtalla. It must be the

one to steer the vessel of the body and not the other way

around. While others around you may falter due to scarcity,

you continue on through your force of will.

You may take a short rest to meditate. After the short rest,

make a Wisdom saving throw vs the DC’s found in the chart

below. If you are successful, you may remove one level of

exhaustion.

Exhaustion LevelExhaustion Level DCDC

1 10

2 14

3 17

4 20

5 25
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d6d6 IdealIdeal

11 Anarchy. All social constructs restrict Ishtalla, even the Kashkuli in their own way.

22 Destiny. There is nothing that can dissuade me from transcendence.

33 Compassion. I will seek it for all, even my enemies.

44 Charity. It is expected from others and I must also share what I receive. I have no personal ownership.

55 Darkness. I must linger in the dark places in my mind, as they are my greatest barrier.

66 Beauty. Ishtalla is best expressed through aesthetics and elegance.

d6d6 BondBond

11 Everything I do is for my order.

22 I wish to learn perfect magic to exact revenge on one of the dragon gods.

33 The Demon Gods are the opposite of Ishtalla, and I will sacrifice my own path to exterminate their agents.

44 My companions are the thing that bind me to the physical realm.

55 I joined the Kashkuli to hide from a powerful enemy.

66 Ishtalla is compassion. I will help anyone at any time.

d6d6 FlawFlaw

11 I am inflexible in my thinking.

22 I am superior to others because of my beliefs.

33 The life of a beggar has left me covetous and I crave riches.

44 My lifestyle has made me awkward in relating to others.

55 I am quick to turn away help, believing in self reliance.

66 Lack of meditation and structure leaves me cranky.
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Licensing and CopyrightsLicensing and Copyrights

This document uses Open Sans, seen here:

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Op It is available through

the Apache Liscence Copyright 2018 Crumbling Keep LLC

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless

required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

Permission to Permission to copy, modify, andcopy, modify, and
distribute the files collectively knowndistribute the files collectively known
as the System Reference Document 5.0as the System Reference Document 5.0
(“SRD5”) is granted solely through the(“SRD5”) is granted solely through the
use of the Open Gaming License, Versionuse of the Open Gaming License, Version
1.0a.1.0a.
This material is being released using the Open Gaming

License Version 1.0a and you should read and understand the

terms of that license before using this material.

The text of the Open Gaming License itself is not Open Game

Content. Instructions on using the License are provided

within the License itself.

The following items are designated Product Identity, as

defined in Section 1(e) of the Open Game License Version

1.0a, and are subject to the conditions set forth in Section 7

of the OGL, and are not Open Content: Dungeons & Dragons,

D&D, Player’s Handbook, Dungeon Master, Monster Manual,

d20 System, Wizards of the Coast, d20 (when used as a

trademark), Forgotten Realms, Faerûn, proper names

(including those used in the names of spells or items), places,

Underdark, Red Wizard of Thay, the City of Union, Heroic

Domains of Ysgard, Ever-Changing Chaos of Limbo,

Windswept Depths of Pandemonium, Infinite Layers of the

Abyss, Tarterian Depths of Carceri, Gray Waste of Hades,

Bleak Eternity of Gehenna, Nine Hells of Baator, Infernal

Battlefield of Acheron, Clockwork Nirvana of Mechanus,

Peaceable Kingdoms of Arcadia, Seven Mounting Heavens of

Celestia, Twin Paradises of Bytopia, Blessed Fields of

Elysium, Wilderness of the Beastlands, Olympian Glades of

Arborea, Concordant Domain of the Outlands, Sigil, Lady of

Pain, Book of Exalted Deeds, Book of Vile Darkness,

beholder, gauth, carrion crawler, tanar’ri, baatezu, displacer

beast, githyanki, githzerai, mind flayer, illithid, umber hulk,

yuan-ti.

All of the rest of the SRD5 is Open Game Content as

described in Section 1(d) of the License. The terms of the

Open Gaming License Version 1.0a are as follows:

OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a The following text is

the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright

2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc ("Wizards"). All Rights

Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a)"Contributors" means the copyright and/or

trademark owners who have contributed Open Game

Content; (b)"Derivative Material" means copyrighted

material including derivative works and translations

(including into other computer languages), potation,

modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade,

improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in

which an existing work may be recast, transformed or

adapted; (c) "Distribute" means to reproduce, license,

rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or

otherwise distribute; (d)"Open Game Content" means the

game mechanic and includes the methods, procedures,

processes and routines to the extent such content does

not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement

over the prior art and any additional content clearly

identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and

means any work covered by this License, including

translations and derivative works under copyright law, but

specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) "Product

Identity" means product and product line names, logos

and identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts;

creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic

elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols,

designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts,

themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or

audio representations; names and descriptions of

characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams,

personas, likenesses and special abilities; places,

locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or

supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic

designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark

clearly identified as Product identity by the owner of the

Product Identity, and which specifically excludes the Open

Game Content; (f) "Trademark" means the logos, names,

mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor

to identify itself or its products or the associated products

contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor

(g) "Use", "Used" or "Using" means to use, Distribute,

copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create

Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) "You" or

"Your" means the licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game

Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open

Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of

this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open

Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or

subtracted from this License except as described by the

License itself. No other terms or conditions may be

applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this

License.

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content

You indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.
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4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to

use this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual,

worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the

exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game

Content.

5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are

contributing original material as Open Game Content, You

represent that Your Contributions are Your original

creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the

rights conveyed by this License.

6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the

COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include

the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open

Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing,

and You must add the title, the copyright date, and the

copyright holder's name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of

any original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product

Identity, including as an indication as to compatibility,

except as expressly licensed in another, independent

Agreement with the owner of each element of that

Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility or

co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered

Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open

Game Content except as expressly licensed in another,

independent Agreement with the owner of such

Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any

Product Identity in Open Game Content does not

constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product

Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open

Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in

and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You

must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you

are distributing are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents

may publish updated versions of this License. You may

use any authorized version of this License to copy, modify

and distribute any Open Game Content originally

distributed under any version of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this

License with every copy of the Open Game Content You

Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or

advertise the Open Game Content using the name of any

Contributor unless You have written permission from the

Contributor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply

with any of the terms of this License with respect to some

or all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial

order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use

any Open Game Material so affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if

You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure

such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the

breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of

this License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to

the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE Open Game License v1.0a

Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc. System

Reference Document 5.0 Copyright 2016, Wizards of the

Coast, Inc.; Authors Mike Mearls, Jeremy Crawford, Chris

Perkins, Rodney Thompson, Peter Lee, James Wyatt,

Robert J. Schwalb, Bruce R. Cordell, Chris Sims, and

Steve Townshend, based on original material by E. Gary

Gygax and Dave Arneson.

END OF LICENSE
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